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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we investigate an integrated optical wireless communication (OWC) and orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing based passive optical network (OFDM-PON) system for hybrid wired and
wireless optical access, based on an adaptive envelope modulation technique. Both the outdoor and
indoor wireless communications are considered in the integrated system. The data for wired access is
carried by a conventional OFDM signal, while the data for wireless access is carried by an M-ary pulse
amplitude modulation (M-PAM) signal which is modulated onto the envelope of a phase-modulated
OFDM signal. By adaptively modulating the wirelessM-PAM signal onto the envelope of the wired phase-
modulated constant envelope OFDM (CE-OFDM) signal, hybrid wired and wireless optical access can be
seamlessly integrated and variable-rate optical wireless transmission can also be achieved. Analytical bit-
error-rate (BER) expressions are derived for both the CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay and the
overlaid unipolar M-PAM signal, which are verified by Monte Carlo simulations. The BER performances of
wired access, indoor OWC wireless access and outdoor OWC wireless access are evaluated. Moreover,
variable-rate indoor and outdoor optical wireless access based on the adaptive envelope modulation
technique is also discussed.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Next generation access networks are expected to provide high-
speed hybrid wired and wireless services for end users [1,2]. Due
to its low cost, high capacity and easy upgradability, passive op-
tical network (PON) has been considered as a promising candidate
for high-speed wired access [3–5]. In recent years, orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing based PON (OFDM-PON) has at-
tracted tremendous attention, since OFDM has high spectral effi-
ciency, robustness to chromatic dispersion and flexibility of dy-
namic bandwidth allocation [6–8]. Moreover, radio frequency (RF)
based technologies have been widely investigated for wireless
access, including WiFi [9], WiMax [10] and radio-over-fiber (RoF)
[11–13]. However, the capacity of widely used WiFi and WiMax is
very limited and the RoF systems only have a license-free band-
width of about 7 GHz in the 60 GHz frequency region. Further-
more, RF radiation inevitably produces severe electromagnetic
interference (EMI) which is strictly prohibited in many areas such
as hospitals and aircraft cabins.

As a promising alternative and complementary technology to
),
RF based wireless communication, lightwave based optical wire-
less communication (OWC), including infrared communication
and white light-emitting diode (LED) enabled visible light com-
munication (VLC), has revealed great potential for providing high-
speed and EMI-free wireless access in both outdoor [14,15] and
indoor environments [16,17]. Since installation of fiber is not al-
ways achievable in remote, low-density areas or complex areas
where installation of aerial or underground cables is limited due to
either technical or economic limitations [15], outdoor OWC can
provide high-speed wireless access to these underserved areas.
Moreover, thanks to the rapid development of illumination LEDs,
indoor OWC reveals great potential to provide high-speed indoor
wireless connection using the existing lighting fixtures [17].
Therefore, it is of great significance to integrate OWC with PON
systems to achieve high-speed hybrid wired and wireless optical
access for end users. So far, only several integration schemes have
been reported in literature. In [18], an integrated PON and OWC
system was demonstrated based on a multiband single-carrier
frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) modulation technique.
The signals for wired and wireless access are carried by different
subbands and an electrical low-pass filter (LPF) is used to separate
the wired signal and wireless signal in each optical network unit
(ONU). Since OFDM is a better choice for multiuser PON systems
[8], a service-integrated OFDM-PON system was proposed based
on an on-off keying (OOK) overlaid OFDM modulation [19]. The
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low-speed OOK signal for wireless access is overlaid on the en-
velope of the high-speed OFDM signal for wired access. Never-
theless, the envelope of the OFDM signal fluctuates significantly
due to the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) which in-
troduces inherent amplitude distortion to the overlaid OOK signal.
In addition, since each OOK symbol is encoded to the envelope of
one OFDM symbol, the OOK signal has the same symbol rate as the
OFDM signal which might not be compatible with practical out-
door or indoor OWC links.

Recently, we have proposed a hybrid indoor access network
(HIAN) which seamlessly integrates indoor OWC with WDM-PON
based on a hierarchically modulated constant envelope OFDM (CE-
OFDM) scheme and the preliminary results have been reported in
[20]. In this paper, we investigate and analyze the bit-error rate
(BER) performance of our recently proposed integrated variable-
rate OWC and OFDM-PON system for hybrid wired and wireless
optical access, based on an adaptive envelope modulation tech-
nique. Both the outdoor and indoor wireless communications are
considered in the integrated system. The data for wired access is
carried by a conventional OFDM signal and the data for wireless
access is carried by an M-ary pulse amplitude modulation (M-
PAM) signal which is modulated onto the envelope of the OFDM
signal. In order to achieve a constant envelope and thus eliminate
the inherent amplitude distortions of the conventional OFDM
signal [19], a CE-OFDM signal is generated by performing discrete
phase modulation after conventional OFDM encoding [21–23]. By
adaptively modulating the wireless M-PAM signal onto the flat
envelope of the wired CE-OFDM signal, signals for hybrid wired
and wireless optical access can be seamlessly integrated. Fur-
thermore, variable-rate OWC wireless access can be successfully
achieved by using adaptive envelope modulation in the optical line
terminal (OLT).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the concept, system architecture and two key techniques,
i.e. CE-OFDM and adaptive envelope modulation, of the integrated
OWC and OFDM-PON system. In Section 3, analytical BER ex-
pressions of the CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay and the
overlaid M-PAM signal are derived and further verified by Monte
Carlo simulations. The performance trade-off between the CE-
OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay and the overlaid M-PAM signal
is considered. The BER performances of wired access, indoor OWC
wireless access and outdoor OWC wireless access are evaluated
separately, and variable-rate OWC wireless access is also in-
vestigated. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system.
2. Integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system

2.1. Concept and system architecture

Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual diagram of the integrated OWC
and OFDM-PON system for hybrid wired and wireless optical ac-
cess. The signal coming from the OLT passes through an optical
fiber and a residential gateway is used to distribute the signal to
the ONUs. In each ONU, wired services can be accessed by con-
necting optical fibers, and wireless services can be accessed
through indoor OWC by using white illumination LEDs in the
ceiling. Moreover, wireless access can also be achieved for the
ONUs in the underserved areas through outdoor OWC.

The architecture of the integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system
is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the OLT, the wired input data are encoded
into a CE-OFDM signal. After adding a DC bias, a unipolar CE-
OFDM signal is obtained. The wireless input data are modulated
onto the envelope of the unipolar CE-OFDM signal through
adaptive envelope modulation, where the wireless input data are
first encoded into an M-PAM signal before envelope modulation.
As a result, the wired input data and the wireless input data are
simultaneously carried by the envelope-modulated CE-OFDM
signal. The digital signal is further converted to an analog signal
via digital-to-analog conversion (D/A) and the resultant signal is
used to drive a laser diode (LD). After being transmitted over a
single mode fiber (SMF), the optical signal is broadcasted to all the
ONUs through an optical splitter (OS). In each ONU, another OS is
used to divide the received optical signal into two branches. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), one branch for wired access is received by a
fast/high-bandwidth photodiode (PD) in which the envelope-
modulated CE-OFDM signal is fully detected. After analog-to-di-
gital conversion (A/D), the digital signal is fed into a CE-OFDM
demodulator to generate the wired output data. The other branch
for either indoor OWC wireless access or outdoor OWC wireless
access is received by a slow/low-bandwidth PD in which envelope
detection is performed and only the overlaid M-PAM signal is
detected. For indoor OWC wireless access, a DC bias is first added
to the M-PAM signal and the obtained unipolar M-PAM signal is
used to drive an LED lamp. After indoor free-space transmission,
the light is concentrated by a lens and then detected by a PD. The
electrical M-PAM signal is A/D converted and demodulated to
generate the wireless output data. For outdoor OWC wireless ac-
cess, similarly, a DC bias is added to the M-PAM signal and the
obtained unipolar M-PAM signal is used to drive an LD. The optical
M-PAM signal is launched into the outdoor atmospheric turbu-
lence channel through a transmit aperture (TA). After the outdoor
free-space transmission, the light is captured by a receive aperture
(RA) and then detected by a PD. The wireless output data are
generated via A/D conversion and PAM demodulation. It should be
noted that no optical or electrical filters are used in the ONUs and
the signals for wired access and wireless access are separated by
using two PDs with different bandwidths.

2.2. CE-OFDM

Instead of conventional OFDM which usually has a relatively
large PAPR, the CE-OFDM scheme is adopted in the integrated
OWC and OFDM-PON system thanks to its constant envelope
characteristic. In the CE-OFDMmodulator, the wired input data are
first fed into a conventional OFDM modulator and thus a real-va-
lued bipolar OFDM signal is generated. Then, the resultant OFDM
signal is used to modulate the phase of a local oscillator (LO) in a
phase modulator, resulting in a bipolar CE-OFDM signal which can
be represented by [21]



Fig. 2. (a) Architecture of the integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system and (b) inset: principle of adaptive envelope modulation.
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where A is the signal amplitude, fc is the carrier frequency of the
LO and ( )φ t is the phase signal. During the ith symbol, ( )φ t is given
by

( ) ( )φ μ θ= + ( )t C m t , 2i ie N

where μ π= h2e is the electrical modulation index, CN is a normal-
izing constant, ( )m ti is the OFDM signal in the symbol and θi is a
memory term which is set to make the modulation phase-con-
tinuous [21–23]. In the CE-OFDM demodulator, the received CE-
OFDM signal is first phase-demodulated to recover the conven-
tional OFDM signal which is then demodulated in a conventional
OFDM modulator to obtain the wired output data.

2.3. Adaptive envelope modulation

The principle of adaptive envelope modulation is shown in the
inset in Fig. 2, see Fig. 2(b). In order to perform adaptive envelope
modulation, a non-negative or unipolar CE-OFDM signal is first
generated by adding a DC bias to the bipolar CE-OFDM signal
which is given by

( ) ( ) ( )π φ= + = + + ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦S t S t DC A f t t DCcos 2 . 3uni bi c

In the adaptive envelope modulation, multiple consecutive
unipolar CE-OFDM symbols are grouped together via symbols
Fig. 3. Time traces of (a) M-PAM overlaid CE-OFDM signal after adaptive envelope mod
grouping and the power of each CE-OFDM symbol group is de-
termined by the M-PAM encoded wireless input data via power
allocation.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the time trace of the M-PAM overlaid CE-
OFDM signal. As we can see, n consecutive CE-OFDM symbols form
one CE-OFDM symbol group and each CE-OFDM symbol group
represents one M-PAM symbol, i.e., one M-PAM symbol occupies n
complete CE-OFDM symbols. For the M-ary PAM modulation, the
peak amplitude Ai of each CE-OFDM symbol group takes values
from the discrete set { }⋯A A A, , , M1 2 with ≥M 2, which can be re-
presented by

( )= + −
−

− ( )A A
i

M
A A

1
1

, 4i M1 1

where A1 and AM are the lowest and highest peak amplitudes of all
the CE-OFDM symbol groups, respectively. Assuming that =DC A,
as per (3) we have =A A2M . Here, we define the peak amplitude
ratio between the lowest peak A1 and the highest peak AM as

α =
( )

A
A

.
5M

1

Since ≤ ≤A A0 M1 , we have α≤ ≤0 1. As per (4) and (5), Ai can be
rewritten by

=
− ( )A

K
M

A
1

, 6i
i

M

where ( )α α= − + −K M i1 1i . The time trace of the obtained M-PAM
ulation and (b) the obtained M-PAM signal after envelope detection in a slow PD.
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signal after envelope detection in a slow/low-bandwidth PD is
shown in Fig. 3(b). Since one M-PAM symbol occupies n con-
secutive CE-OFDM symbols, the relationship between the symbol
rate of the M-PAM signal, −RM PAM

s , and the symbol rate of the CE-
OFDM signal, −RCE OFDM

s , is given by

= ( )−
−R

R
n

. 7M PAM
s CE OFDM

s

For a fixed −RCE OFDM
s , −RM PAM

s can be adjusted by varying the
value of n.
3. Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze and evaluate the bit-error-rate (BER)
performance of the integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system.
Generalized BER expressions of both the CE-OFDM signal with M-
PAM overlay and the overlaid unipolar M-PAM signal are first
derived. Monte Carlo simulations are then performed to verify the
validity of the theoretical derivations. In the integrated system, the
received CE-OFDM signal is directly demodulated to obtain the
wired output data, while the received M-PAM signal is further
processed before indoor or outdoor OWC wireless transmission.
Generally, there are two ways to process the received M-PAM
signal: one is to amplify the signal [18] and the other is to decode
and regenerate the signal [24]. Although the former is simpler
than the later, much better performance can be achieved by the
latter since the errors caused by optical fiber transmission can be
corrected by using forward error correction (FEC) coding and
hence error propagation from optical fiber transmission to OWC
wireless transmission can be eliminated [24]. Due to its enhanced
error performance, the latter is adopted in our following analysis.
We first analyze the BER of the CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM
overlay for wired access in Subsection 3.1. To optimize the overall
performance of the integrated system, the BER of the overlaid M-
PAM signal without OWC wireless transmission is also analyzed in
this subsection. Performance trade-off between the CE-OFDM
signal with M-PAM overlay and the overlaid M-PAM signal without
OWC wireless transmission is then investigated. After that, the BER
performances of indoor and outdoor OWC wireless access are
presented in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Variable-rate
indoor or outdoor OWC wireless access based on the adaptive
envelope modulation technique is discussed in Subsection 3.4.

3.1. BER of wired access

3.1.1. BER of the CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay
Making use of a high carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) approxima-

tion, i.e. CNR Z 10 dB as discussed in [21], the BER of M0-ary QAM
based bipolar CE-OFDM signal over an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel can be approximated by [21]

( )
μ≈

−

− ( )
−

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟BER

M

M M
Q

SNR
M

2 1

log
6

1
,

8
CE OFDM
bi 0

0 2 0
e

bi

0

where ( ∙)Q denotes the Q-function and SNRbi denotes the electrical
SNR per symbol of the bipolar CE-OFDM signal. Since real-valued
and oversampled OFDM signals are generally transmitted in IM/
DD based optical systems, the input to the IFFT is a conjugate
symmetric, zero-padded data vector [21]. The power of the bipolar

carrier is calculated by ( )∫ =S t dt
T

T A1
0 bi

2
2

2
and the CNR of a bipolar

CE-OFDM signal without M-PAM overlay is given by [21]

=
( )

CNR
A
B N

/2
,

9bi

2

n 0
where Bn is the noise bandwidth and N0 is the noise power
spectrum density. Given an oversampling factor of J , the electrical
SNR of the bipolar CE-OFDM signal can be calculated by [23, p. 67]

= × =
( )

SNR J CNR
JA
B N2

.
10bi bi

2

n 0

After adding a DC bias A, a unipolar CE-OFDM signal ( )S tuni is
obtained with =A A2M and the power of the unipolar carrier is

calculated by ( )∫ =S t dt
T

T A1
0 uni

2 3
2

2
. Hence, the SNR of the unipolar

CE-OFDM signal SNRuni can be similarly calculated by

= × = × = =
( )

SNR J CNR J
A

B N
JA

B N
SNR

3
2

3
8

3 .
11

M
uni uni

2

n 0

2

n 0
bi

As per (11), the electrical SNR of the unipolar CE-OFDM signal is
thrice as high as that of the bipolar CE-OFDM signal, which is
proportional to the square of AM for a given oversampling factor J
and a fixed noise power B Nn 0. Throughout this paper, the electrical
SNR of the unipolar CE-OFDM signal SNRuni is adopted as a com-
mon metric to evaluate and compare the BER performance of the
received CE-OFDM signal and the overlaid MPAM signal. Replacing
SNRbi in (8) with SNRuni, the BER of theM0-QAM based unipolar CE-
OFDM signal is approximately given by

( )
μ≈

−

− ( )
−
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⎟⎟BER

M

M M
Q
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log
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1
.

12
CE OFDM
uni 0

0 2 0
e

uni
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After adaptive envelope modulation, the unipolar CE-OFDM
signal is overlaid with a low-speed M-PAM signal and the peak
amplitude of each CE-OFDM symbol group is given by (6). Hence,
the electrical SNR of CE-OFDM symbols with the peak amplitude
of Ai can be expressed by

= =
− ( )−

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟SNR

JA
B N

K
M
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B N

3
8 1

3
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As per (11), we have

=
− ( )−

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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K
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.
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CE OFDM
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Substituting (14) into (12) yields the corresponding BER

( ) μ
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Assuming that all the constellation points of M-PAM encoding
are equiprobable, the overall BER of the M0-QAM based CE-OFDM
signal with M-PAM overlay can be expressed by

∑=
( )

−
=

−BER
M

BER
1

.
16i

M
i

CE OFDM
1

CE OFDM

3.1.2. BER of the overlaid M-PAM signal without OWC wireless
transmission

Following the steps in [25, p. 163–164], we further derive the
BER expression of the overlaid M-PAM signal without OWC wire-
less transmission. The amplitude of the unipolar M-PAM signal is
obtained in (6) and thus the constellation of the overlaid unipolar
M-PAM signal can be designed as

( )= − = ⋯ ( )C i l i M1 , 1, 2, , 17i

where l is the distance between two nearest constellation points

α=
−
−

= −
− ( )l

A A
M M

A
1

1
1

. 18
M

M
1
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Then, the BER of the M-PAM signal over an AWGN channel is
computed by [25, p. 163]

( )
=

−

( )
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⎛
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⎠
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.
19
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Since all M-PAM constellation points have an identical prob-
ability, the average symbol energy for the M-PAM signal is given
by

( )∑ ∑= = −
( )= =

E
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C
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1 .
20i
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2
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Thus, replacing l in (19) with ES, the BER can be written as
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where =SNR E N/av S 0 is the average electrical SNR of the overlaid
M-PAM signal. Note that (21) is equivalent to the BER expression of
the unipolar MPAM signal obtained in [26]. As per (13), the elec-
trical SNR of the overlaid M-PAM signal for the constellation point
Ci can be defined by

( )α= = −
−

−
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As per (11), we get
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Thus, the average electrical SNR of the overlaid unipolar M-
PAM signal is obtained as

( ) ( )
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Substituting (24) into (21) yields the overall BER of the overlaid
unipolar M-PAM signal
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Fig. 4. BER vs. electrical SNR of the unipolar CE-OFDM signal for (a) 64QAM based CE
wireless transmission. Markers and lines show the simulation and theoretical results, r
Monte Carlo simulations are performed to verify the validity of
the above theoretical derivations over an AWGN channel. In the
simulations, we assume that a 4PAM signal is overlaid on the
envelope of a 64QAM based CE-OFDM signal. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) size is 256 and the oversampling factor is 2. The
symbol rate of the CE-OFDM signal is assumed to be 10 GS/s and
the electrical modulation index of the CE-OFDM signal is set to 0.8.
Totally 4000 symbols are transmitted over the AWGN channel and
collected for BER calculation.

Fig. 4(a) shows the BER performance of the 64QAM based CE-
OFDM signal with 4PAM overlay for different peak amplitude ra-
tios. The solid lines show the theoretical results as per (16), while
the markers give the simulation results. It is observed that the
simulation results agree well with the theoretical ones when the
electrical SNR is relatively large. However, for a small electrical
SNR which also indicates a smaller CNR, the theoretical expression
becomes less accurate due to its precondition of high CNR. It is also
found out that the best BER performance is attained when the
peak amplitude ratio is 1 (i.e., no M-PAM overlay). With the de-
crease of the peak amplitude ratio, the BER performance gets
worse and an error floor around BER¼10�1 exhibits when the
peak amplitude ratio is 0. Hence, in order to achieve a good per-
formance of the M-PAM overlaid CE-OFDM signal, a high peak
amplitude ratio should be considered. The BER performance of the
overlaid 4PAM signal is shown in Fig. 4(b). As per (25), the theo-
retical results (shown as solid lines) closely match the simulation
results (shown as the markers). In contrast to the 4PAM overlaid
CE-OFDM signal, the lowest BER is achieved for a given electrical
SNR when the peak amplitude ratio is 0. The BER gets higher when
the peak amplitude ratio is increased and the BER will reach
0.5 when the peak amplitude ratio is 1. Therefore, a relatively low
peak amplitude ratio should be used to guarantee a good perfor-
mance of the overlaid M-PAM signal.

3.1.3. BER trade-off
Based on the analysis above, we can conclude that there is a

BER performance trade-off between the M-PAM overlaid CE-OFDM
signal and the overlaid M-PAM signal without OWC wireless
transmission. In order to optimize the overall performance of the
integrated OWC and OFDM-PON system, the peak amplitude ratio
should be optimized and a reasonable optimization condition is to
achieve equal BER for both the M0-QAM based CE-OFDM signal
with M-PAM overlay and the overlaid M-PAM signal without OWC
wireless transmission. As per (16) and (25), it can be seen that the
-OFDM signal with 4PAM overlay and (b) the overlaid 4PAM signal without OWC
espectively.



Fig. 5. Optimal peak amplitude ratio vs. electrical SNR of the unipolar CE-OFDM
signal for 64QAM based CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay.

Fig. 6. BER vs. average received SNR for M-PAM based indoor OWC wireless access.
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BER of the M0-QAM based CE-OFDM signal with M-PAM overlay is
a function of multiple variables including M0, M, μe, SNRuni and α,
while the BER of the overlaid M-PAM signal is determined by the
variables including M, SNRuni and α.

We next examine the optimized peak amplitude ratio, αopt,
with the following parameters: =M 640 , =M 2or4, and μ =0.8e or
1.2. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the optimal peak am-
plitude ratio and the electrical SNR. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the
optimal peak amplitude ratio increases with the electrical SNR,
and the optimal peak amplitude ratio for the case of 4PAM overlay
is relatively lower than that for the case of 2PAM overlay. Fur-
thermore, a smaller μe results in a higher optimal peak amplitude
ratio. As per the results shown in Fig. 5, we can obtain the optimal
peak amplitude ratio to reach the BER benchmark for the in-
tegrated OWC and OFDM-PON system. Assuming that a BER of
10�3 is set as the benchmark, the required SNR for the 64QAM
based CE-OFDM signal with 4PAM overlay and μ =0.8e is about
27.4 dB, and thus the corresponding optimal peak amplitude ratio
is found to be 0.69. Therefore, the performance of the integrated
system can be optimized by selecting an optimal peak amplitude
ratio. In addition, we can set the peak amplitude ratio to the op-
timal value when indoor or outdoor OWC based wireless link is
activated (awake). However, when the wireless link is deactivated
(sleep), the peak amplitude ratio can be set to 1 so as to reduce the
required electrical SNR for wired access. By adaptively switching
the value of peak amplitude ratio between its optimal value and 1,
the energy efficiency of the integrated system can be substantially
improved.

3.2. BER of indoor OWC wireless access

Since the errors caused by optical fiber transmission are cor-
rected before indoor OWC wireless transmission, an error-free M-
PAM signal is superimposed onto a DC bias, as shown in ONU2 in
Fig. 1, and the combined signal is used to drive the white LED.
After propagating through an indoor optical wireless channel, the
light is concentrated by an optical lens which is further detected
by a PD. The resultant electrical M-PAM signal is demodulated to
obtain the wireless output data.

The line-of-sight (LOS) irradiance of an LED can be modeled by
a generalized Lambertian radiation pattern [27] and the LOS
channel DC gain is given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
π

φ θ θ θ θ

θ
=

+
( ) ≤ ≤ Θ

> Θ ( )

⎧
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h
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d
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1

2
cos cos ,0

0,
,

26

l
s2 1/2
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where =− Ψ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠l ln2/ln cos 1

2
is the order of Lambertian emission and

Ψ1/2 is the transmitter semi-angle at half power. A is the active area
of the detector, d is the distance, φ is the angle of irradiance, θ is
the angle of incidence, and ( )θTs is the gain of an optical filter. ( )θg
and Θ1/2 are the gain and the field of view (FOV) of the optical lens,
respectively.

We evaluate the BER performance ofM-PAM based indoor OWC
wireless access via Monte Carlo simulations with M ¼ 2 and 4. The
distance is set to be 3 m. The LED and the PD are located at the
center of the ceiling and the floor, respectively. The other simu-
lation parameters can be found in Table I of [27]. Fig. 6 shows the
BER versus received SNR for M-PAM based indoor OWC wireless
access. As can be seen, 2PAM requires a received SNR of about
6.7 dB to reach the BER benchmark of 10-3, while a received SNR of
about 13.5 dB is required for 4PAM.

3.3. BER of outdoor OWC wireless access

The performance of outdoor OWC wireless access, as shown in
ONU3 in Fig. 1, is highly affected by the atmospheric turbulence
which could cause fluctuation of signal amplitude and hence dis-
tort the transmitted signal [28–30]. Similarly, an error-free M-PAM
signal is transmitted through the turbulence channel. Outdoor
OWC turbulence channel can be modeled by the Gamma–Gamma
distribution which is expressed by [28]

( )( ) ( )αβ
α β

αβ=
Γ( )Γ( )

>
( )

α β
α β

α β

( + )
( + ) −

−f I I K I I
2

2 , 0,
27

/2
/2 1

where α and β are the parameters of Gamma–Gamma distribution
related to the large-scale and small-scale scintillation, respectively,
Γ(∙) is the Gamma function, (∙)Km is the second kind modified
Bessel function of order m. Assuming that the optical radiation is a
plane wave, α and β are respectively given by [30]



Fig. 7. BER vs. average received SNR for M-PAM based outdoor OWC wireless ac-
cess under various turbulence conditions.

Fig. 8. Achievable bit rate of indoor or outdoor OWC wireless access vs. the number
of CE-OFDM symbols in one PAM symbol.
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where σR
2 is the Rytov variance, which is a general measure of

atmospheric turbulence strength.
Fig. 7 shows the BER versus received SNR for M-PAM based

outdoor OWC wireless access under various turbulence conditions.
where the values of Rytov variance corresponding to the weak,
moderate and strong turbulence conditions are 0.2, 1.2 and 4, re-
spectively. As can be seen from Fig. 7, under the weak turbulence
condition, the average received SNRs required by 2PAM and 4PAM
to reach the BER benchmark of 10�3 are 9.1 dB and 15.5 dB, re-
spectively. However, much higher SNRs are required for both
2PAM and 4PAM when the turbulence gets stronger.

3.4. Variable-rate OWC wireless access

In practical indoor or outdoor environments, the data rate of
OWC wireless access might not be constant all the time. For ex-
ample, the data rate of indoor OWC wireless access is affected by
many factors such as user mobility and dimming control [16],
while the data rate of outdoor OWC wireless access is mainly af-
fected by the atmospheric turbulence, particularly in the presence
of aerosols such as fog, smoke and dust [28,29]. Since the
achievable data rate of OWC wireless access is variable in real
implementation of OWC systems, the proposed adaptive envelope
modulation technique which can support variable-rate OWC
wireless access is highly desirable to fully exploit the capacity of
indoor or outdoor OWC systems.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), the symbol rate of the overlaid M-PAM
signal after adaptive envelope modulation is determined by (7)
and the achievable bit rate of the overlaidM-PAM signal, −RM PAM

b , is
expressed by

= = ( )− −
−R R M

R M

n
log

log
. 29M MPAM

b
PAM

s
2

CE OFDM
s

2

It can be seen that the achievable bit rate of the overlaid M-
PAM signal is linearly proportional to −RCE OFDM

s and Mlog2 , which is
also inversely proportional to the value of n. In practical scenarios,
−RCE OFDM
s can be assumed as a fixed value, thus M and n are the two

parameters that can be adaptively adjusted to achieve variable-
rate indoor or outdoor OWC wireless access. According to (29), the
achievable bit rate in the unit of Mb/s is then given by M n10 log /4

2 .
Fig. 8 depicts the relationship between the achievable bit rate

and the value of n for different PAM orders. Taking 8PAM for ex-
ample, the achievable bit rate varies from 200 to 1000 Mb/s when
the value of n is changed from 150 to 30. Therefore, by changing M
or n, we can achieve variable bit rate indoor or outdoor OWC
wireless access.
4. Conclusions

We have investigated an indoor integrated variable-rate OWC
and OFDM-PON system where signals for both wired and wireless
access are converged in the OLT and simultaneously delivered to
each ONU over an optical fiber, by using the adaptive envelope
modulation technique. Both the outdoor and indoor wireless
communications are considered in the integrated system. Elec-
trical or optical filtering is not required in the ONUs and two PDs
with different bandwidths are employed to separate the different
signals. Generalized BER expressions of the CE-OFDM signal with
M-PAM overlay and the overlaid M-PAM signal have been derived
and verified by Monte Carlo simulations. The BER performances of
wired access, indoor OWC wireless access and outdoor OWC
wireless access have been investigated separately, and variable-
rate indoor or outdoor OWC wireless access has also been
achieved by using the adaptive envelope modulation technique.
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